Preliminary Examination

November 2018

Data Structures and Fundamentals of Programming
Problem 1
In C++ implement a generic class, called Stack<T>, that uses a single-linked list
implementation. It must implement the stack ADT. It must be generic on the type of the data to
be stored. Give all class definitions and implement the following for Stack:
 Default constructor
 Destructor
 Copy-constructor
 Swap – constant time swap (i.e., run time is not dependent on size of stack)
 Overload the assignment operator – using standard copy semantics
 push(T) – takes a parameter of type T and adds it to the stack
 T pop() – removes a node from the stack
You can NOT use STL or any other predefined library or built in types (such as std::string).

Problem 2
In C++ implement a list/iterator using a generic double-linked-list that uses dynamic memory
allocation. The list must look like the following:
beginning -> X0 <->X2 <-> … <-> Xn <- ending
where X0 is the first node in the list and Xn is the last node in the list. Besides the class called
List, you will need class called dnode. Along with the class definition(s), you must
implement the following methods, using standard semantics, for List<T>:
 List() - Default constructor
 ~List() - Destructor
 List(const List<T>&) - Copy-constructor
 insertAfter(const T&, Itr<T>) – Adds an item after the node pointed to by
the iterator.
 remove(Itr<T>) – removes the node pointed to by the iterator.
 begin() – returns an iterator to the front of the list
 end() – returns an iterator to the back of the list
Implement an iterator class called Itr for the List class. For the iterator you must write the
following methods with standard semantics/behavior:
 Itr() - Default constructor
 Itr(dnode<T>* ptr) - constructor
 operator++() - pre-increment with standard semantics
 operator++(int)- post-increment with standard semantics
Note: Your implementation can NOT use STL or any other libraries (standard or otherwise).
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Problem 3
In C++ implement a binary search tree abstract data type (ADT) that uses dynamic memory
allocation. Make it a tree of integers. Along with the class definition(s), you must implement the
following methods for the class:
 Default constructor
 Destructor – must be recursive or use a recursive method to delete the nodes.
 Copy-constructor – must be recursive or use a recursive method to copy the nodes.
 insert which takes a parameter of type integer and creates a new node that is added to
the tree in the correct position based on the rules of a binary search tree.
Your implementation can NOT use STL or any other libraries (standard or otherwise).

